Internship Opportunities
DATA SCIENTIST
Job Duties


Translate unstructured business questions into quantitative problems



Work with multiple business teams to identify opportunities for solution prototyping



Perform data collection/data preparation/data cleaning tasks for ML modelling
pipeline



Provide advanced analytics support and advise on appropriate analytical models
based on available data, technology and platform



Make intelligent approximations to the model if required for fast evaluation

RESEARCH ENGINEER
Job Duties


Research on the ecosystem of decentralised applications and smart-contracts.



Develop client-facing application prototype to realise the research results



Develop applications for managing research cycle



Deployment and maintenance of the deployed contracts such as Non- Fungible
Tokens (NFT)



Converting the research results into business applications

Interested students can contact Eunice at echui22@outlook.com
About Articoin
Articoin is an innovative Green NFT platform that combines art and
technology to promote sustainable income to support artists and ESG causes.
With our own “Proof-of-Capacity” blockchain, we use 2,600 times less energy
in the process than conventional Ethereum-based marketplaces. We are the
first to bundle art with Carbon Credits, bridging the opportunity for consumers
to participate in carbon-offset initiatives. We also built our own proprietary AI
technology to generate and view multi-media art.
Certain Green NFTs on Articoin are currently tied with the option to get
Carbon Credits generated from CLP’s wind farm in India. More partners who

are working on different carbon-reduction projects from around the world can
be expected to be integrated onto Articoin this year.
In less than 1 year, our community already has more than 10,000 artists and
12 million art pieces in Asia. We successfully attracted over 30 multinational
corporate clients and partners, including K11, and worked with more than 10
major international and local NGOs and charities, such as Fu Hong Society,
Zheng Sheng and Food Angel.
Using NFT art as a medium to raise awareness and funds for charities and
NGOs, we aim to donate $4 million to our charitable partners while offsetting
10,000 tonnes of carbon emissions in 2022.

